Azure Migration Assessment by Crayon
Make data-driven decisions throughout your cloud journey

Service Overview
With a Crayon Cloud Migration Assessment your get a detailed infrastructure performance analyses
providing an accurate picture of predicted costs and performance for how your current
infrastructure would look like in the cloud. This allows you to design a successful migration roadmap
based on application dependencies, suitability, and readiness while ensuring cost-performance
optimization is considered the moment you are ready to migrate your servers and applications to the
cloud.

Business Benefits
•
•
•
•

Identify your best-fit cloud resources
Ongoing performance analyses for precise right-sizing and capacity planning
Clear visibility into cloud costs related to various cloud solutions
Infrastructure overview and application dependency including shadow IT detection
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Service features
Cloud cost calculation and optimization

Application discovery

Calculate the costs of moving to the cloud
based on your current infrastructure
configuration and performance, allowing you to
create a business case for migrating to the
cloud.

Automatically identify all applications and
machines within the environment and choose
which applications to be considered for
migration

Cloud configuration mapping
Recommendations on right-sizing your cloud
configuration, including optimal compute
instances, storage options, network settings,
and subscription plans.

Custom forecasting and reporting
Based on your business needs and technical
requirements we can provide custom reports or
analysis, including "what if" scenarios by cloud
configuration options.

Application dependency mapping
Application-centric mapping of compute,
storage, and network dependencies to view
details on individual dependencies and
processes including application names and
descriptions, vendor information, and more to
ensure a seamless migration

Optional: Application analysis and
migration planning
Perform per- workload analysis based on
business objectives and migration strategies
and build a complete migration plan and
roadmap based on the migration assessment
report and workload evaluation

Let’s start a conversation!
Contact us to find out more

About Crayon
Crayon is a global company helping its customers build the commercial and technical foundation for a successful digital transformation
journey into the cloud. We ensure our customer’s IT estate is rightsized, managed and optimized throughout the entire lifecycle.
In doing so we unlock technology potential and innovation while saving costs for our clients. We have a customer-first and vendor-agnostic
advisory approach so that our customers can select the best solutions for their business needs and budget.
We advise our customers every step of the way through a framework of reliable services based on industry standards and best-practice
methodologies:
• Assessment and Migration Services for Software and Cloud
• Governance and Optimization Services for Software and Cloud
• Operation and Support Services
• Data, IoT and AI Services
Our services framework is complemented by our award-winning big data, AI, machine learning and IoT practice. With our deep expertise we
assist customers on their data and AI journey to drive innovation and create true business value.

